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Abstract. As a generalization of semi-invariant Riemannian maps from almost Hermitian mani-
fols, we first introduce generic Riemannian maps from almost Hermitian manifolds to Rieman-
nian manifolds, give examples, obtain decomposition theorems and investigate harmonicity and
totally geodesicity of such maps. Then as a generalization of semi-invariant Riemannian maps
to almost Hermitian manifolds, we introduce generic Riemannian maps from Riemannian mani-
folds to almost Hermitian manifolds, give examples and find necessary and sufficient conditions
for such maps to be totally geodesic. The harmonicity of generic Riemannian maps to Ka¨hler
manifolds is also investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As indicated in [9], a major flaw in Riemannian geometry (as compared to other
subjects) is a shortage of suitable types of maps between Riemannian manifolds
that will compare their geometric properties. In this direction, Fischer introduced
Riemannian maps between Riemannian manifolds in [8] as a generalization of the no-
tions of isometric immersions and Riemannian submersions. Isometric immersions
and Riemannian submersions have been widely studied in differential geometry (see
for examples [6] and [7]), however the theory of Riemannian maps is a new research
field. Let F W .M1;g1/  ! .M2;g2/ be a smooth map between Riemannian mani-
folds . Then we denote the kernel space of F by kerF and consider the orthogonal
complementary space .kerF/? to kerF. Then the tangent bundle of M1 has the
following decomposition
TM1 D kerF˚ .kerF/?:
We denote the range of F by rangeF and consider the orthogonal complementary
space .rangeF/? to rangeF in the tangent bundle TM2 of M2. Thus the tangent
bundle TM2 of M2 has the following decomposition
TM2 D .rangeF/˚ .rangeF/?:
c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Now, a smooth map F W .Mm1 ;g1/  ! .M
n
2 ;g2/ is called Riemannian map at p1 2
M1 if the horizontal restriction F
h
p1 W .kerFp1/?  ! .rangeFp1/ is a linear
isometry between the inner product spaces ..kerFp1/?;g1.p1/ j.kerFp1 /?/ and
.rangeFp1 ;g2.p2/ j.rangeFp1 //, p2 D F.p1/. It follows that isometric immer-
sions are particular Riemannian maps with kerFDf0g. It also follows that Rieman-
nian submersions are particular Riemannian maps with .rangeF/?Df0g. If rankF
< minfm;ng, we always have .rangeF/? ¤ f0g, in this case, we say that F is a
proper Riemannian map. It is known that a Riemannian map is a subimmersion which
implies that the rank of the linear map Fp W TpM1  ! TF.p/M2 is constant for p
in each connected component of M1, [1] and [8]. It is also important to note that
Riemannian maps satisfy the eikonal equation which is a bridge between geometric
optics and physical optics. For Riemannian maps and their applications in spacetime
geometry, see: [9].
In [19], we introduced semi-invariant Riemannian maps from almost Hermitian
manifolds onto Riemannian manifolds as a generalization of holomorphic Rieman-
nian maps and anti-invariant Riemannian maps, then we studied the geometry of
such maps. We also introduced and studied semi-invariant Riemannian maps to al-
most Hermitian manifolds in [18]. Recently, there are many research papers on the
geometry of Riemannian maps between various Riemannian manifolds [10], [11],
[14], [15], [16].
In this paper, we introduce and study both generic Riemannian maps from almost
Hermitian manifolds and generic Riemannian maps to almost Hermitian manifolds.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the basic background
needed for this paper. In section 3, we define generic Riemannian maps from almost
Hermitian manifolds to Riemannian manifolds, give examples and obtain integrabil-
ity conditions for distributions defined by generic Riemannian maps. We also find
necessary and sufficient conditions for a semi-invariant map to be totally geodesic
map and harmonic map . In the last section of this paper, we study generic Rieman-
nian maps to almost Hermitian manifolds and obtain main properties of such maps.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall some basic materials from [3] and [24]. A 2k-dimensional
Riemannian manifold . NM; Ng; NJ / is called an almost Hermitian manifold if there exists
a tensor filed NJ of type (1,1) on NM such that NJ 2 D I and
Ng.X;Y /D Ng. NJX; NJY /;8X;Y 2   .T NM/; (2.1)
where I denotes the identity transformation of Tp NM . Consider an almost Hermitian
manifold . NM; NJ ; Ng/ and denote by Nr the Levi-Civita connection on NM with respect
to Ng: Then NM is called a Ka¨hler manifold[24] if NJ is parallel with respect to Nr, i.e,
. NrX NJ /Y D 0 (2.2)
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for X;Y 2   .T NM/:
Let .M;g
M
/ and .N;g
N
/ be Riemannian manifolds and suppose that F WM  !
N is a smooth map between them. Then the differential F of F can be viewed a
section of the bundle Hom.TM;F 1TN/  !M; where F 1TN is the pullback
bundle which has fibres .F 1TN/p D TF.p/N;p 2M: Hom.TM;F 1TN/ has a
connection r induced from the Levi-Civita connection rM and the pullback connec-
tion. Then the second fundamental form of F is given by
.rF/.X;Y /DrFX F.Y / F.rMX Y / (2.3)
for X;Y 2   .TM/: It is known that the second fundamental form is symmetric.
First note that in [17] we showed that the second fundamental form .rF/.X;Y /,
8X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/, of a Riemannian map has no components in rangeF. More
precisely we have the following.
Lemma 1 ([17]). Let F be a Riemannian map from a Riemannian manifold
.M1;g1/ to a Riemannian manifold .M2;g2/. Then
g2..rF/.X;Y /;F.Z//D 0;8X;Y;Z 2   ..kerF/?/:
Let F be a Riemannian map from a Riemannian manifold .M1;g1/ to a Rieman-
nian manifold .M2;g2/. We will use the letters H and V to denote the orthogonal
projections onto distributions .kerF/? and kerF, respectively. Then we define T
and A as
AEF DHrHEVF CVrHEHF;TEF DHrVEVF CVrVEHF; (2.4)
for vector fields E;F on M1, where r is the Levi-Civita connection of g1. In fact,
one can see that these tensor fields are O’Neill’s tensor fields which were defined for
Riemannian submersions. For any E 2   .TM1/, TE and AE are skew-symmetric
operators on .  .TM1/;g/ reversing the horizontal and the vertical distributions. It
is also easy to see that T is vertical, TE D TVE andA is horizontal, ADAHE . We
note that the tensor field T satisfies
TUW D TWU;8U;W 2   .kerF/: (2.5)
On the other hand, from (2.4) we have
rVW D TVW C OrVW (2.6)
rVX DHrVXCTVX (2.7)
rXV DAXV CVrXV (2.8)
rXY DHrXY CAXY (2.9)
for X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/and V;W 2   .kerF/, where OrVW D VrVW . In fact,
these equations are O’Neill’s formulas for Riemannian submersions [13].
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From now on, for simplicity, we denote by r2 both the Levi-Civita connection
of .M2;g2/ and its pullback along F . Then according to [12], for any vector field
X on M1 and any section V of .rangeF/?, where .rangeF/? is the subbundle
of F 1.TM2/ with fiber .F.TpM//?-orthogonal complement of F.TpM/ for g2
over p, we have rF?X V which is the orthogonal projection of r2XV on .F.TM//?.
In [12], the author also showed that rF? is a linear connection on .F.TM//? such
that rF?g2 D 0. We now define SV as
rF
X
V D S
V
FXCrF?X V; (2.10)
where S
V
FX is the tangential component (a vector field along F ) of r2FXV . It is
easy to see that SV FX is bilinear in V and FX and SV FX at p depends only on
Vp and FpXp. By direct computations, we obtain
g2.SV FX;FY /D g2.V;.rF/.X;Y //; (2.11)
for X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/ and V 2   ..rangeF/?/. Since .rF/ is symmetric, it
follows that S
V
is a symmetric linear transformation of rangeF.
3. GENERIC RIEMANNIAN MAPS FROM ALMOST HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS
Let F be a Riemannian map from an almost Hermitian manifold .M;g
M
;J / to a
Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Define
Dp D .kerFp\J.kerFp//;p 2M
the complex subspace of the vertical subspace Vp
Definition 1. Let F be a Riemannian map from an almost Hermitian manifold
.M;g
M
;J / to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. If the dimension Dp is constant
along M and it defines a differentiable distribution on M then we say that F is a
generic Riemannian map
A generic Riemannian map is purely real (respectively, complex) if Dp D f0g
(respectively, Dp D kerFp). For a generic Riemannian map, the orthogonal com-
plementary distribution D?, called purely real distribution, satisfies
kerF DD˚D? (3.1)
and
D \D? D f0g: (3.2)
Let F be a generic Riemannian map from an almost Hermitian manifold .M;g
M
;J /
to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then for U 2   .kerF/, we write
JU D U C!U; (3.3)
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where U 2  .kerF/ and !U 2  ..kerF/?/. Now we consider the complement-
ary orthogonal distribution  to !D? in .kerF/?. It is obvious that we have
D? D?; .kerF/? D !D?˚:
Also for X 2   ..kerF/?/, we write
JX DBXCCX; (3.4)
where BX 2   .D?/ and CX 2   ./. Then it is clear that we get
B..kerF/?/DD?: (3.5)
Considering (3.1), for U 2   .kerF/, we can write
JU D P1U CP2U C!U; (3.6)
where P1 and P2 are the projections from kerF to D and D?, respectively.
We now give some examples of generic Riemannian maps from almost Hermitian
manifolds to Riemannian manifolds.
Example 1. Every semi-invariant submersion [20] F is a generic Riemannian map
with .rangeF/? D f0g and D? is a totally real distribution.
Example 2. Every generic submersion [2] F is a generic Riemannian map with
.rangeF/? D f0g.
Example 3. Every semi-invariant Riemannian map [19] F from an almost Her-
mitian manifold to a Riemannian manifold is a generic Riemannian map such that
D? is a totally real distribution.
Example 4. Every slant- Riemannian map [21] F from an almost Hermitian man-
ifold to a Riemannian manifold is a generic Riemannian map such that D D f0g and
D? is a slant distribution.
Example 5. Every semi-slant Riemannian map [15] F from an almost Hermitian
manifold to a Riemannian manifold is a generic Riemannian map such that D? is a
slant distribution.
Since semi-invariant Riemannian maps include invariant Riemannian maps and
anti-invariant Riemannian maps, such Riemannian maps are also examples of generic
Riemannian maps. We say that a generic Riemannian map is proper if D? is neither
complex nor purely real. We now present an example of proper generic Riemannian
maps. In the following R2m denotes the Euclidean 2m-space with the standard met-
ric. An almost complex structure J on R2m is said to be compatible if .R2m;J / is
complex analytically isometric to the complex number space Cm with the standard
flat Ka¨hlerian metric. We denote by J the compatible almost complex structure on
R2m defined by
J.a1; :::;a2m/D . a2;a1; :::; a2m;a2m 1/:
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Example 6. Consider the following map defined by
F W R8  ! R5
.x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8/ .x2;x1; x
5Cx6Cx4p
3
;0; x
5 x6p
2
/:
Then we have
kerF D spanfU1 D @
@x8
;U2 D @
@x7
;U3 D @
@x3
;U4 D 2 @
@x4
C @
@x5
C @
@x6
g
and
.kerF/? D spanfZ1 D @
@x1
;Z2 D @
@x2
;Z3 D @
@x4
C @
@x5
C @
@x6
;
Z4 D @
@x5
  @
@x6
g:
Hence it is easy to see that
g
R5
.F.Zi /;F.Zi //D gR8 .Zi ;Zi /; i D 1;2;3;4
and
g
R5
.F.Zi /;F.Zj //D gR8 .Zi ;Zj /D 0;
i ¤ j , Thus F is a Riemannian map. On the other hand, we have JU1 D U2 and
JU3D 13U4C 13Z3 and JU4D 2U3 Z4, where J is the complex structure of R8.
Thus F is a generic Riemannian map withD D spanfU1;U2g,D?D spanfU3;U4g
and D spanfZ1;Z2g.
We now investigate the effect of a proper generic Riemannian map on the geometry
of the total manifold, the base manifold and the map itself.
Lemma 2. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the distributionD is integrable
if and only if the following expression is satisfied
TXJ Y D TY JX (3.7)
for X;Y 2   .D/.
Proof. From (2.2), (2.6), (3.4) and (3.6) we have
OrXJ Y CTXJ Y D P1 OrXY CP2 OrXY C! OrXY CBTXY CCTXY (3.8)
for X;Y 2   .D/. Taking the vertical parts and the horizontal parts of (3.8) we get
OrXJ Y D P1 OrXY CP2 OrXY CBTXY (3.9)
TXJ Y D ! OrXY CCTXY (3.10)
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Interchanging the role of X and Y in (3.10),and taking into account that T is sym-
metric on the vertical distribution, we derive
TXJ Y  TY JX D !ŒX;Y 
which gives proof. 
In a similar way, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the distribution D? is integ-
rable if and only if the following expression is satisfied
OrZ1P2Z2  OrZ2P2Z1 D P2ŒZ1;Z2CTZ1!Z2 TZ2!Z1 (3.11)
for Z1;Z2 2   .D?/.
We now investigate the geometry of leaves of D and D?.
Lemma 4. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the distribution D defines a
totally geodesic foliation in M if and only if
(1) OrXP2ZCTX!Z has no components inD for X 2   .D/ and Z 2   .D?/.
(2) OrXBW C TXCW has no components in D for X 2   .D/ and W 2
  ..kerF/?/.
Proof. From (2.2), (2.6), (3.4) and (3.6) we have
g
M
.rXY;Z/D gM . OrXP2ZCTX!Z;J Y /
for X;Y 2   .D/ and Z 2   .D?/. This gives (1). Also from (2.2), (3.4) and (3.6)
we get
g
M
.rXY;W /D gM .rXBW CCW;J Y /
for X;Y 2   .D/ and W 2   ..kerF/?/. Now using (2.6) and (2.7)
g
M
.rXY;W /D gM . OrXBW CTXCW;J Y /
which gives (2). 
In a similar way, we have the following result.
Lemma 5. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the distribution D? defines a
totally geodesic foliation in M if and only if
(1) OrZ1P2Z2CTZ1!Z2 D 0 for Z1;Z2 2   .D?/.
(2) CHrZ1!Z2CCTZ1P2Z2 has no components in .
From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we obtain the following decomposition theorem.
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Theorem 1. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the fibres are locally product
Riemannian manifold of the form MD MD? if
(1) OrYP2Z2CTY!Z2 D 0 for Y 2   .kerF/ and Z2 2   .D?/.
(2) CHrZ1!Z2CCTZ1P2Z2 has no components in  Z1 2   .D?/.
(3) OrXBW C TXCW has no components in D for X 2   .D/ and W 2
  ..kerF/?/.
Lemma 6. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the distribution kerF defines
a totally geodesic foliation in M if and only if
(1) OrXP2ZCTX!Z has no components inD for X 2   .D/ and Z 2   .D?/.
(2) OrXBW C TXCW has no components in D for X 2   .D/ and W 2
  ..kerF/?/.
Proof. From (2.2), (3.4) and (3.6) we have
g
M
.rUV;/D gM . OrUV;B/CgM .TU!V;B/
Cg
M
.TU!V;C/CgM .hrUV;C/
for U;V 2   .kerF/ and  2   ..kerF/?/. Also from (2.2), (3.4) and (3.6) we get
g
M
.rXY;W /D gM .rXBW CCW;J Y /
for X;Y 2   .D/ and W 2   ..kerF/?/. Now using (2.6) and (2.7)
g
M
.rXY;W /D gM . OrXBW CTXCW;J Y /
which gives (2). 
In a similar way, we have the following result for distribution .kerF/?.
Lemma 7. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler mani-
fold .M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then the distribution .kerF/?
defines a totally geodesic foliation in M if and only if
BAXBY CBHrXCY D VrXBY  AXCY
for X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/.
From Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler mani-
fold .M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then M is a locally product
Riemannian manifold if and only if
(1) OrUP2ZCTU!Z has no components inD for U 2   .D/ and Z 2   .D?/.
(2) OrUBW C TUCW has no components in D for U 2   .D/ and W 2
  ..kerF/?/.
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(3) BAXBY CBHrXCY D VrXBY  AXCY
forX;Y 2   ..kerF/?/.
In the rest of this section, we are going to find necessary and sufficient conditions
for proper generic Riemannian maps from Ka¨hler manifolds to Riemannian mani-
folds to be totally geodesic and harmonic, respectively. We recall that a map between
Riemannian manifolds is totally geodesic if .rF/D 0 on the total manifold. A geo-
metric interpretation of a totally geodesic map is that it maps every geodesic in the
total manifold into a geodesic in the base manifold in proportion to arc lengths. We
also recall that a map is harmonic if t racerF D 0. Geometrically, a harmonic map
F is a critical point of the energy functional E.
Theorem 2. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then F is totally geodesic if and
omly if the following conditions are satisfied
(1) g
M
.AXU CHrX!U;CY /D gM .AX!U CVrXU;BY /,
(2) g
M
. OrUBXCTUCX;V /D gM .TUBXCHrUCX;!V /,
(3) .rF/.X;!P2Y CC!Y / has no components in .F.TM//?,
for X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/ and U;V 2   .kerF/.
Proof. First of all, from Lemma 1, we have g
M
..rF/.X;Y /;F.Z// D 0 for
X;Y;Z 2   ..kerF/?/. For X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/ and U 2   .kerF/, using (2.3)
and (2.2), we get
g
N
..rF/.U;X/;F.Y //D gM .rXJU;J Y /:
Then from (3.4) and (3.3) we derive
g
N
..rF/.U;X/;F.Y //D gM .rXU C!U;BY CCY /:
Using (2.9) and (2.8) we have
g
N
..rF/.U;X/;F.Y //D gM .AXU CHrX!U;CY /
Cg
M
.AX!U CVrXU;BY /
which gives (1). In a similar way, we obtain (2). Now, for X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/ and
 2   ..F.TM//?/, we have
g
N
..rF/.X;Y /;/D gN .F.Y /;rFX /:
Using (2.10) and (2.1) we get
g
N
..rF/.X;Y /;/D gN .F.J 2Y /;SF.X//:
Thus from (3.4) and (3.3), we obtain
g
N
..rF/.X;Y /;/D gN .F.!P2Y /;SF.X// gN .F.C!Y /;SF.X//:
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Now using (2.11), we arrive at
g
N
..rF/.X;Y /;/D gN ..rF/.X;!P2Y /C .rF/.X;C!Y /;/
which gives (3). 
Theorem 3. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Ka¨hler manifold
.M;J;g
M
/ to a Riemannian manifold .N;g
N
/. Then F is harmonic if and only if
t race j.kerF/ F.CT.:/.:/CCHr.:/!.:/C! Or.:/.:/C!T.:/!.://
D t race j.kerF/? .rF.:/F.!B.:/CC2.:// F.CA.:/B.:/
CCHr.:/C.:/C!Vr.:/B.:/C!A.:/C.:///
Proof. For X 2   ..kerF/?/ and U 2   .kerF/, from (2.2), (2.3), (3.3) and
(3.4) we have
.rF/.X;X/C .rF/.U;U /D rFX F.!BXCC2X/
CF.J.rXBXCCX//CF.J.rUU C!U //
Using(3.3), (3.4) and (2.6)-(2.9) we have
.rF/.X;X/C .rF/.U;U /D rFX F.!BXCC2X/
CF.CTUU CCHrU!.U /C! OrUU C!TU!U
CF.CAXBXCCHrXCXC!VrXBXC!AXCX/
which gives our assertion. 
4. GENERIC RIEMANNIAN MAPS TO KA¨HLER MANIFOLDS
In this section, we define generic Riemannian maps from Riemannian manifolds to
almost hermitian manifolds, provide examples and investigate their geometric prop-
erties.
Let F be a Riemannian map from a Riemannian manifold .M1;g1/ to an almost
Hermitian manifold .M2;g2;J /. Define
Dp D .rangeFp\J.rangeFp//;p 2M1
the complex subspace of the image subspace F.TpM1/
Definition 2. Let F be a Riemannian map from a Riemannian manifold .M1;g1/
to an almost Hermitian manifold .M2;g2;J /. If the dimension Dp is constant along
F and it defines a differentiable distribution on M2 then we say that F is a generic
Riemannian map.
A generic Riemannian map is purely real (respectively, complex) ifDp D f0g (re-
spectively, Dp D rangeFp). For a generic Riemannian map, the orthogonal com-
plementary distribution D?, called purely real distribution, satisfies
rangeF DD˚D? (4.1)
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D\D? D f0g (4.2)
Let F be a generic Riemannian map from a Riemannian manifold .M1;g1/ to an al-
most Hermitian manifold .M2;g2;J /. Then for F.X/ 2   .rangeF/, X 2
  ..kerF/?/ we write
JF.X/D 'F.X/C$F.X/; (4.3)
where 'F.X/ 2   .rangeF/ and $F.X/ 2   ..rangeF/?/. Now we consider
the complementary orthogonal distribution  to $D? in .rangeF/?. Then it is
obvious that
.rangeF/? D$D?˚;'D? D?:
Also for V 2   ..rangeF/?/, we write
JV DBV CCV; (4.4)
whereBV 2   .D?/ and CV 2   ./. We also have
B.rangeF/? DD?: (4.5)
We now give some examples of generic Riemannian maps from Riemannian man-
ifolds to almost Hermitian manifolds.
Example 7. Every CR-submanifold [4] F is a generic Riemannian map with
.kerF/D f0g and D? is a totally real distribution.
Example 8. Every generic submanifold [5] F is a generic Riemannian map with
.kerF/D f0g.
Example 9. Every semi-invariant Riemannian map [18] F from a Riemannian
manifold to an almost Hermitian manifold is a generic Riemannian map such that
D? is a totally real distribution.
Since semi-invariant Riemannian maps include invariant Riemannian maps and
anti-invariant Riemannian maps, such Riemannian maps are also examples of generic
Riemannian maps.
Example 10. Every slant Riemannian map [22] F from a Riemannian manifold to
an almost Hermitian manifold is a generic Riemannian map such that D D f0g and
D? is a slant distribution.
Example 11. Every semi-slant Riemannian map [16] F from a Riemannian man-
ifold to an almost Hermitian manifold is a generic Riemannian map such that D? is
a slant distribution.
Example 12. Every holomorphic Riemannian map [23] is a generic Riemannian
map between almost Hermitian manifolds with DD rangeF.
We say that a generic Riemannian map is proper if D? is neither complex nor
purely real. We now present an example of a proper generic Riemannian map from a
Riemannian manifold to a Ka¨hler manifold.
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Example 13. Consider the following map defined by
F W R9  ! R6
.x1; :::;x9/ .x1;x9;x3; x
4Cx5p
2
; x
4Cx5p
2
;0/:
Then kerF is spanned by
U1 D @
@x2
;U2 D @
@x4
  @
@x5
;U3 D @
@x6
;U4 D @
@x7
;U5 D @
@x8
:
.kerF/? is spanned by
Z1 D @
@x1
;Z2 D @
@x9
;Z3 D @
@x3
;Z4 D 1p
2
.
@
@x4
C @
@x5
/: (4.6)
Hence it is easy to see that
g
R6
.F.Zi /;F.Zi //D gR9 .Zi ;Zi /; i D 1;2;3;4
and
g
R6
.F.Zi /;F.Zj //D gR9 .Zi ;Zj /D 0;
i ¤ j , Thus F is a Riemannian map. Moreover, .rangeF/? is spanned by
V1 D @
@y4
  @
@y5
;V2 D @
@y6
:
On the other hand, we have JF.Z1/ D F.Z2/ and JF.Z3/ D 12F.Z4/C 12V1
and JF.Z4/D F.Z3/CV2, where J is the complex structure of R6. Thus F is
a generic Riemannian map withDD spanfF.Z1/;F.Z2/g,D?D spanfF.Z3/;
F.Z4/g and  D spanfV1;V2g.
We now find necessary and sufficient conditions for generic Riemannian maps
from Riemannian manifolds to Ka¨hler manifolds to be totally geodesic and harmonic.
We first give the following result for totally geodesicity.
Theorem 4. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Riemannian man-
ifold .M1;g1/ to a Ka¨hler manifold .M2;g2;J /. Then F is totally geodesic if and
only if
(1) for X;Y; KY 2   ..kerF/?/,
g2.S$F.Y /F.X/;BV /D g2..rF/.X; KY /;CV /Cg1.HrX KY ;FBV /
Cg2.rF?X $F.Y /;CV /
is satisfied, where F. KY /D 'F.Y /,
(2) kerF is totally geodesic,
(3) .kerF/? is totally geodesic.
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Proof. For X;Y 2   ..kerF/?/ and V 2   ..rangeF/?/, using (2.2), (2.1),
(4.4)and (4.3) we have
g2..rF/.X;Y /;V /D g2.rFX 'F.Y /C$F.Y /;BCV CV /:
Then from (2.10) we get
g2..rF/.X;Y /;V /D g2.rFX F. KY /;BV CCV /
 g2.S$F.Y /F.X/;BV /Cg2.r
F?
X $F.Y /;CV /:
Then (2.3) and (2.9) imply
g2..rF/.X;Y /;V /D g2..rF/.X; KY /;CV /Cg1.HrX KY ;FBV /
 g2.S$F.Y /F.X/;BV /Cg2.r
F?
X $F.Y /;CV /:
which gives (1). (2) and (3) can be obtained in a similar way. 
For the harmonicity, we have the following result.
Theorem 5. Let F be a proper generic Riemannian map from a Riemannian man-
ifold .M1;g1/ to a Ka¨hler manifold .M2;g2;J /. Then F is a harmonic map if and
only if
t race j.kerF/? f C.rF/.:;F'F.:// $F.Hr.:/F'F.://
 $S$F.:/F.:/CCr
F?
.:/ $F.:/g D 0 (4.7)
and the fibers are minimal.
Proof. From (2.3), (2.2) and (4.3) we have
.rF/.X;X/D J ŒrFX 'F.X/C$F.X/ F.r1XX/
for X 2   ..kerF/?/. For F. KX/ D 'F.X/, from (2.3), (2.9), (2.10), (4.3) and
(4.4) we get
.rF/.X;X/D B.rF/.X; KX/ C.rF/.X; KX/
 'F.rX KX/ $F.rX KX/C'S$F.X/F. KX/
C$S$F.X/F. KX/CBr
F?
X $F.X/CCr
F?
X $F.X/
 F.rX KX/;
where r is the Levi-Civita connection on M1. Now considering .rangeF/ parts of
this equation and taking trace on resulting equation we get (4.7). Second assertion
comes from .rF/.U;U /D F.rUU/ for U 2   .kerF/. 
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5. CONCLUSION REMARKS
Generic Riemannian maps we have studied in this paper include holomorphic
submanifolds, totally real submanifolds, slant submanifolds, semi-slant submani-
folds, holomorphic submersions, anti-invariant submersions, semi-invariant submer-
sions, slant submersions, semi-slant submersions, invariant Riemannian maps, anti-
invariant Riemannian maps, semi-invariant Riemannian maps, slant Riemannian maps
and semi-slant Riemannian maps. Thus we have constructed two wide classes of
Riemannian maps. Although we give some main properties of these Riemannian
maps, there are still many research problems to investigate for interested readers.
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